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ABOUT US
ZenFi is working towards an intelligent metaverse
that preserves our mind and intelligence beyond
the limitations of the physical world and our own
flesh. Ultimately, ZenFi protocols will enable
each human being to create an emulation of
his/her mental state (i.e., mind and soul), encode
it into a digital form, and place it onto a
decentralised and everlasting storage medium
under a format of an intelligent NFT. Such an
intelligent NFT serves as a lively avatar of one’s
self in the metaverse.

KEY FEATURES

Tokenized Intelligence

Train-to-Earn

Intelligent Services

Combining
computational
neuroscience
and
neuroinformatics, scientists can
now emulate human beings’ mental
state by a series of computer
codes. By bringing such codes onchain, and denoting them under a
format of NFTs, ZENFI AI can
tokenize human intelligence and
store its representation on an
everlasting storage of blockchain.

Once created, an intelligent NFT
may continue to learn, adapt and
evolve. ZenFi AI provides a Train-toEarn incentive model. One can either
pay others to provide valuable
dataset on which their own
intelligent NFTs could learn and
train. Alternatively, one can also let
their well-trained intelligent NFTs
interact with others, providing
intelligent services, thereby earning
service fee.

In the current architecture, smart
contracts or other autonomous
agents inhabiting the blockchains
are not able to communicate with
the
real
world
solely
by
themselves. The contemporary
solutions are Oracles. However,
these oracles will eventually pale
in comparison with the intelligent
NFTs
that
offer
intelligence
services
in
the
intelligent
metaverse.

ZENFI AI TOKEN
01

ZenFi AI Token enables the creation of
intelligent NFTs. It can be deemed as the
main oxygen of the ZenFi’s Metaverse.

02

ZenFi AI Token serves as a medium on which
incentives can be built and implemented in
the ZenFi’s Intelligent Metaverse.

03

ZenFi AI Token also facilitates transactions
between intelligent NFTs, particularly in
Train-To-Earn and Intelligence Services.

ZENFI AI TOKEN
Standard: BEP-20
Total Supply: 42,000,000
Distribution:
45% for public offering
25% for incentives and ecosystem funds
20% for experimental R&D
10% for legality and compliance
No token allocation for the founding teams.
However, a portion of service fee incurred once
the ecosystem is functional will be deemed as
ecosystem profit and vested by the founding
team.

ROADMAP

Jan 2022

ZenFi AI
announces
our Initial
Stake Pool
Offering.

April
2022

August
2022

Dec
2022

March
2023

July
2023

ZenFi AI shall
unveil our iNFT
Studio. Users
can build their
iNFT avatar
with their own
portrait photo

ZenFi AI will
open ours AItrainingpipeline in
beta-version,
allowing users
to start training
their iNFT
avatar

AI-trainingpipeline will be
rendered fully
functional

ZenFi AI
Intelligence
Metaverse
shall go
live

Cross-verses
bridges to
connect
various
intelligent
systems

2024

Human
Intelligence
Emulation will
be incorporated
to ZenFi’s
AI-trainingpipeline

ZENFI AI TOKEN SALE
There are nine phases, each with different unit offering price
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$1

$0,7
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$0,9
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$1,1
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$1,2
$1,4
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$1,3

9

$1,5
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- TokenSale Supply: 18 900 000
- Each phase offers at most 2.1 millions ZENFI, and lasts no longer than 20 days. The token sale
moves to the next phase as soon as the phase's supply is consumed, or it matures

LOCKING MECHANISM
Purchased tokens will be locked for 180 days from the time of purchase. After
that, all purchased tokens will be unlocked 100%

During the 180-day lock period, the system considers those locked
tokens to be staked.
Buyers will enjoy staking rewards, which is around 26% per year

the staking rewards is calculated based on the USD-value of the
purchase. Users can convert the above profit to USDT, CAKE, ZENFI
or other tokens supported by the system.

THANKS!
Support@zenfi.ai
www.zenfi.ai
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ZENFI MOBILE APP
available on

